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ABSTRACT 

It is a review type article and its value, is to conclude the total geographical efforts of M. H. Panhwar and to claim that he 

is a single indigenous geographer of Sindh. Whole of his geographical work carried out in his books and in research 

papers indicates that it is first made by him by his extensive understanding of the area and record; this type of mean is 

single on the written materialon Sindh and South Asia. He put sixty documented graphs in his book Sequential wordbook of 

Sindh, seventy documented graphs in his book A Provisional Decorated Documental Atlas of Soomra Dynasty of Sindh, 

seventy seven graphs in his book Sixty decades of record of Inundation in Sindh, eight graphs in his book Under Soil water 

in Sindh, seven graphs in his publication, Speeches of Sindh between the standup of Mansura and ruination of Ammri. A 

lot of graphs are drew in his other exploration articles. The maps made by him from 1976 to 1983 for his publication, 

Historical Provision of Sindh and the foundation graph reachable to him were: one inch to, two, four, eight, sixteen and 

thirty two miles and not, 1:1,000,000; 500,000; 250,000; 125,000; 50,000 and 40,000. The lamella that were gadget in the 

graphs provide miles and can be changed to kilometers by augmenting with 1.609 
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